Seattle Police Department
August 9, 2021

Education & Training Unit

DUI Detection & Standardized Field Sobriety Testing
(SFST Class)
Dates:
Days:
Times:
Location:

Cost:

September 15, 16 & 17 - 2021
Wed, Thur & Friday
0700 to 1600 hours
Seattle Police –
Advanced Training Unit
Park 90/5, Classroom #4
FREE

This course is encouraged and recommended for training officers, patrol officers and anyone else that
is interested in learning more about identifying impaired individuals and processing impaired drivers.

The DUI Detection & SFST Course is a comprehensive impaired driver detection
course. The three-day course is designed to increase the law enforcement officer’s
abilities to detect the impaired driver. This class is also a pre-requisite for attendance at
an Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) class.
During this National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) approved
SFST course, students will develop skills in recognizing, investigating and articulating
their observations related to DUI enforcement, both in their written reports and verbal
courtroom testimony. Additionally, students will learn to successfully identify and
discuss typical clues of alcohol impairment that may be seen during the SFST's and how
effective DUI enforcement acts as a deterrent to this violation.
On the final day of the course, a live alcohol workshop “wet lab” will be conducted
to allow students the opportunity to apply their training on subjects who may or may
not have been dosed with alcohol.
This class provides a great refresher to build your confidence or to just tune-up your
impaired driving investigations, especially if you haven’t done any additional training
since the academy. This is the same class that is presented in the academy, but you will
be doing it all in one 3-day block.

Any questions regarding the training, content &
to sign-up should be directed to:
Officer Jon D. Huber at Jonathon.huber@seattle.gov or 206-386-4383.

